Level D - Form 1 - Language: Capitalization

Sample Question A
Choose the sentence that shows the correct
capitalization.
A that is my parking space!
B Come to my place tuesday night.
C I sent an invitation to ms. Thomas.
D We moved to Miami about two
years ago.

Sample Question B
Read the passage and look at the underlined
part. Choose the answer that is written
correctly for the underlined part.
To figure out your gas mileage, count the
number of miles you have traveled then divide
by the number of gallons of fuel
you have used.
A You have traveled. then
B you have Traveled. Then
C you have traveled. Then
D Correct as it is
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For Numbers 1 through 11, choose the answer that is written correctly and shows the
correct capitalization.
1.

A We are going to southern canada.

5.

B Don’t you live in Jefferson County?

B Cape Cod is a great travel destination.

C This animal likes the cold waters of
Central alaska.

C The Gulf of mexico forms the
southeastern border of Texas.

D On mother’s day, he plans to buy
flowers for his mom.
2.

3.

F Lalo has to do a book report on Of
mice and men.

D My parents originally came from
Vestavia hills, which is in alabama.

G Cat And Mouse is a modern mystery.

F Martin always decorates my office
with streamers on my Birthday.

H Holly is playing Helen Keller in The
Miracle Worker.

G Carmen visited ancient Incan ruins on
her trip to Peru in August.

J I just rented The da Vinci code, and it
was terrific.

H In Her time, Ida b. wells was the most
famous African-American journalist in
the country.

A My Twentieth Birthday is coming
soon.

J A famous battle of the american
revolution was fought on bunker hill
in June of 1775.

6.

B I couldn’t make it to the Labor Day
sales.
C Ty is celebrating new year’s day with a
party.
D Shandra’s son is marching in the
memorial day parade.
4.

A We are taking a trip to yellowstone
park.

F Every family should experience the
grand canyon.
G Ramón bought my son some jumping
beans in northern mexico.

7.

A Last Friday, malik stevenson was hired
as our Secretary.
B Have you ever read “The Hollow
Men” by the poet T.S. Eliot?
C The worst Player on our team averages
3 points per game.
D By the end of the Civil war, thirty
percent of American soldiers had been
killed or wounded.

H The state lottery in indiana just
awarded someone five million dollars.
J William says he can’t stand popular
music from England, even songs by the
Beatles.
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8.

9.

F I need a Spring jacket, not a Winter
coat.

F When I need to see a Dentist, I go to
Eric Mendoza.

G Jesse Jackson marched with Dr. martin
luther king, Jr.

G Tim told me that a New Restaurant
opened on Rose Avenue.

H Elena and I went out for Italian ice,
and then we saw the movie Red.

H James Marshal, sr., was the founder of
Ardent realty, inc.

J That trip around Bermuda was mom’s
birthday gift to herself this year.

J According to an old ad, the Baldwin
Hotel was called “The Jewel of
Indiana.”

A Solomon got a new job as the store
manager at Super Shoppers.
B The president of Bailey community
college will speak at the Town Hall on
Friday night.
C “Come on over,” Carlos offered. “we
just started eating, but you’re welcome
to join us.”
D Benjamin Franklin was known as a
Writer and a Statesman throughout the
american colonies.

2

10.
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11.

A Why don’t you meet me at Noon for
lunch and a movie?
B Come to the house before dark, and
we’ll watch the fireworks together.
C For thanksgiving day this year I must
have spent twelve hours cooking.
D My Physician told me that I would
have a heart attack if I didn’t watch
my diet.

For Numbers 12 through 17, read the passage and look at the numbered, underlined parts.
Choose the answer that is written correctly for each underlined part.

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

12.

13.

14.

This was some vacation! Lisa and Juan had decided to backpack around
Lake George to save money. They’d been wet for two days now, and Lisa couldn’t
stop shivering if Juan didn’t find some sort of shelter soon, she was going to be
seriously ill.
With relief, Lisa finally heard Juan’s voice. “honey,” he called, “I’ve found us a
place to camp for the night!”
They walked into a clearing there was a simple log cabin. Juan soon started a
fire and opened a can of beans as they listened to “crazy for you” on their CD
player. Lisa said, “This sure isn’t a Hawaiian paradise, but it will do.” They curled
up in front of the fire. it turned out to be a very romantic evening.

F shivering if juan

15.

A “Crazy for You”

G shivering, if Juan

B “Crazy for you”

H shivering. If Juan

C “Crazy For you”

J Correct as it is

D Correct as it is

A “honey,” He called,

16.

F hawaiian paradise

B “Honey,” he called,

G hawaiian Paradise

C “Honey,” He Called,

H Hawaiian Paradise

D Correct as it is

J Correct as it is

F into a Clearing there

17.

A in front of the Fire. it turned

G into a clearing. There

B in front of the fire. It turned

H into a Clearing, there

C in Front of the fire. It turned

J Correct as it is

D Correct as it is
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For Numbers 18 through 20, read the passage and look at the numbered, underlined parts.
Choose the answer that is written correctly for each underlined part.
Last Monday, the Business Owner’s Association (BOA) took a trip to Wall
Street. I am pleased to submit the following report on the experiences that we had
in New York.
First, we had a meeting with local members of the BOA, and they showed us
(18) around the city. those businesspeople treated us very well, and we will always
remember their kindness.
(19)
After lunch, we met with our association president, bill Cowder. I had an
informative conversation with him about financing a solid business. We shared
creative ideas about sales, marketing, and the stock market.
We had a wonderful time in New York, and I think everyone returned with at
(20) least a copy of the new york times.
18.

19.

F city those

20.

G city, Those

G the New York times

H city. Those

H The New York Times

J Correct as it is

J Correct as it is

A Bill Cowder
B Bill cowder
C bill cowder
D Correct as it is

4

F the new york times
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